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Abstract:

A novel method to map and quantitatively describe very gentle folds (limb dip <5°) at cratonic
cave sites was evaluated at Snail Shell and Nanna caves, central Tennessee, USA. Elevations
from the global SRTM digital terrain model (DTM) were assigned to points on late Ordovician
geologic contacts, and the elevations of the points were used to interpolate 28 m cell size
natural neighbor digital elevation models (DEM’s) of the contacts. The global Forest Canopy
Height Dataset was subtracted from the global 28 m cell size AW3D30 digital surface model
(DSM) to create a DTM, and that DTM was applied in the same way. Comparison of mean
and modal strikes of the interpolated surfaces with mean and modal cave passage trend
shows that many passages are sub-parallel to the trend of an anticline. Within 500 m of
the caves, the SRTM- and AW3D30-based interpolated surfaces have mean strikes within
8° of the mean strike of an interpolated reference surface created with a high resolution
(~0.76 m cell size and 10 cm RMSE) Tennessee, USA LiDAR DTM. This evaluation shows
that the SRTM- and AW3D30-based method has the potential to reveal a relationship between
the trend of a fold, on one hand, and cave passages, on the other, at sites where a geologic
contact varies in elevation by >35 m within an area of <12.4 km2 and the mean dip of bedding
is >0.9°.
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INTRODUCTION
This proof-of-concept paper describes a pilot project
in which the SRTM digital terrain model (DTM) and
AW3D30 digital surface model (DSM) and a digital
geologic map were used to map folds at a cave site
and quantitatively relate cave passage orientation to
fold orientation. Geoscientists have long used geologic
maps to analyze relationships between the orientation
of cave passages, on one hand, and the orientation
of folded strata, on the other (e.g., Palmer, 1972,
1989, 1999; Ginés et al., 2014; Szczygieł, 2015). For
example, some structurally-controlled cave passages
are sub-parallel to fold hinges and some are either
sub-parallel to or sub-perpendicular to the strike of
bedding. Other structurally-controlled cave passages
share the orientation of joints or faults (e.g., Palmer,
2009; Szczygieł et al., 2018). The growing availability
of digital geologic maps creates new opportunities
to quantitatively analyze relationships between
the orientation of cave passages and folded strata.
In particular, digital elevation models (DEM’s) of
*Mark.Abolins@mtsu.edu

geologic contacts can be created by combining
digitized geologic contacts with DEM’s of land surface
elevation. For clarity, DEM’s of geologic contacts are
called “structure surfaces” throughout the rest of this
paper, DEM’s of the ground surface are called digital
terrain models (DTM’s), and DEM’s of the Earth’s
surface (including tree tops, building roofs, etc.) are
called digital surface models (DSM’s).
Spatial analysis of structure surfaces has the
potential to contribute to discovery in cratonic karst
areas where strata are very gently folded (dip <5°),
but fold hinges and the strike and dip of strata are
not depicted on many geologic maps. In many of
these areas, quantitative information about folding
is limited because of poor exposure, sparse borehole
data, and uncertainties inherent in measuring and
interpreting the strike and dip of very gently dipping
strata. Even where strike and dip symbols appear on
maps, they must be interpreted with caution because
two very gently dipping planes can have very different
strike values even though their orientation is nearly
identical. For example, two bedding plane attitudes
The author’s rights are protected under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International (CC BY-NC 4.0) license.
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on the Rockvale 1:24,000 scale USGS quadrangle in
central Tennessee (Wilson, 1965) indicate strikes of
086° and 011° and dips of 5°S and 3°NW, respectively.
Even though the strike values differ by 75°, these
two planes have poles that differ by less than 7°.
This means that a small measurement error or a real
but small irregularity in a folded rock surface can
result in two very different strike values even though
two bedding planes are almost parallel. Because of
uncertainties in the interpretation of individual strike
and dip symbols and the low density of structural
information on many cratonic geologic maps, it is
plausible that relationships between fold orientation
and strike of bedding, on one hand, and the trend
of cave passages and groundwater flow paths, on the
other, have been overlooked in some cratonic karst
areas.
The purpose of this paper is to (1) describe the
creation of structure surfaces for specific geologic
contacts at a cave site, (2) use the structure surfaces
to quantitatively describe the orientation of a fold, (3)
quantitatively compare the orientation of a fold with
the orientation of cave passages, and (4) evaluate the
potential of the method to discover relationships at
other sites. Because the larger goal is to provide a
foundation for the spatial analysis of folding at cave
sites globally, structure surfaces were created with
the global 1 arc second (~28 m cell size) Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission DTM (SRTM) and the Advanced
Land Observing Satellite DSM (AW3D30 version
3.0 available since April, 2020). Both datasets have
relatively small vertical root-mean-square-errors
(RMSE’s): 2.78 m for SRTM and 1.78 m for AW3D30
(Bayik et al., 2018). The two global datasets were
evaluated, so that the method described in this paper
can be applied at cave sites where a higher resolution
DTM (e.g., an airborne LiDAR DTM) is not available.
The SRTM and AW3D30-based structure surfaces
were evaluated by comparing them with a structure
surface created with a locally-available LiDAR DTM
having a cell size of ~0.76 m and a vertical RMSE of
10 cm (Tennessee Base Mapping Program, 2020).
The rationale for using the local LiDAR DTM (“TN
LiDAR” in this paper) to evaluate the SRTM- and
AW3D30-based structure surfaces is that the large
cell size and low vertical accuracy of SRTM and
AW3D30 relative to airborne LiDAR might make the
structure surfaces so inaccurate that they cannot be
used to compare the orientation of very gentle folds
to cave passage trend. Also, although AW3D30 has

greater vertical accuracy than SRTM, AW3D30 is
a DSM, so variations in tree height might degrade
results. In this project, tree height from the Global
1 km Forest Canopy Height dataset (Simard et al.,
2011) was subtracted from the AW3D30 DSM to
create an AW3D30-based DTM. Therefore, the 1 km
cell size and vertical accuracy (RMSE as high as 6.1
m at some locations globally) of the Forest Canopy
Height dataset might further reduce structure surface
accuracy. An empirical study at a specific cave site
provides for the evaluation of the collective impact of
all of these factors on the application of the AW3D30
and Global Forest Canopy Height datasets for the
quantitative description of folding.
For each surface, the natural neighbor algorithm
(Sibson, 1981) was used to interpolate a structure
surface comprising the actual and interpolated
elevations of a geologic contact. The mean strike of
the surface was compared with mean length-weighted
cave passage trend. To evaluate the sensitivity of mean
strike to uncertainty, mean strike was recalculated
after omitting strike and dip data from areas where
the elevation of the structure surface was uncertain.
Uncertain areas were identified by intersecting the
structure surface with the DTM to predict which areas
should be above the geologic contact and which should
be below. Places where the predicted geology did not
match expectations based on the digital geologic map
were places where either the digital geologic map was
inaccurate or the elevation of the structure surface
was inaccurate.

GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
OF THE EVALUATION SITE
The specific evaluation site is within late Ordovician
carbonate in the Nashville Dome, a cratonic structure
in central Tennessee, USA (Fig. 1), and the site includes
Snail Shell and Nanna caves. These two caves have a
combined mapped length exceeding 19 km, and water
flowing out of them ultimately moves through the
subsurface and on the surface to the Stones River ~16
km to the NNE (Fig. 2). Maps of Snail Shell and Nanna
caves are included in Matthews & Biddix (2012), and
Snail Shell Cave is informally subdivided in this paper
into Western, Central, and Eastern parts (Fig. 3). The
Western cave consists almost entirely of a single ESEtrending passage, and the Central cave also has an
overall ESE-trend. However, the western part of the
Central cave consists of two passages separated by

Fig. 1. Location of the Snail Shell and Nanna caves evaluation site in relation to the city of Nashville, the Nashville Dome
(Stearns & Reesman, 1986) and macroscale faults mapped at the surface (Hardeman et al., 1966).
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up to 210 m, and the eastern part is anastomotic. The
Snail Shell Cave entrance is a steep-sided sinkhole
located where the western and eastern parts of the
Central cave meet, and TN LiDAR elevations show
that the sinkhole has a depth of ~25 m. The Eastern
cave differs from the Western and Central caves
in that it is a more complex branchwork in which
many passages trend NE. Echo Cave, once regarded
as a separate cave, is the southern part of the
Eastern cave.
As is true for many cratonic areas, relatively little
has been published about folding at the site which is
on the southern half of the Rockvale 1:24,000 scale
USGS quadrangle (Wilson, 1965). No fold hinges are
depicted on the quadrangle map, and there are only
nine strike and dip symbols on the southeastern ~41
km2 of the map (Fig. 3). Of these nine, one indicates
a dip of 3°, another indicates a dip of 5°, and no dip
is given for the others. Moore et al. (1969) used the
mapped elevations of multiple geologic contacts and
the estimated thicknesses of formations to create
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a highly generalized structure contour map (~12 m
contour interval) depicting folding of the late
Ordovician Lebanon-Ridley contact. In particular,
they used the structure contour map to delineate a
NNE-trending synclinal trough ~4.3 km E of the ESE
end of the caves (Fig. 2). The caves are at the edge
of the structure contour map and contours on the
map show that parts of the caves are co-located with
a structural high in which a late Ordovician contact
rises by at least 12 m over a distance of as little as
600 m. A structure contour map depicting a structural
high at the cave site also appears in Crawford and
Vineyard (1981). As shown in Figure 2, much of Snail
Shell Cave trends ESE and is oriented at nearly a
right angle to the NNE-trend of the dye trace vectors
connecting sumps at the NE end of the cave system
with Overall Spring on Overall Creek. The large
difference between the trend of much of the cave, on
one hand, and the dye trace vectors, on the other,
suggests the possibility that the difference in trend is
related to a difference in geologic structures.

Fig. 2. Hydrogeology of the area surrounding Snail Shell and Nanna caves. Black arrows are dye trace
vectors depicting movement of groundwater into the cave and from the cave to Overall Creek and the West
Fork of the Stones River. Dye traces marked with asterisks were performed by co-author Ogden (Ogden et
al., 2018). Other dye traces after Matthews & Biddix (2012). Synclinal troughs (lines of lowest elevation of a
folded geologic contact) after Moore et al. (1969).
International Journal of Speleology, 50 (1), 75-89. Tampa, FL (USA) January 2021
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Fig. 3. A) Geology and groundwater dye traces in the vicinity of Snail Shell and Nanna caves,
Tennessee. Informal subdivisions of Snail Shell Cave (e.g., Western Snail Shell) are described in
the text. Olcy: Leipers and Catheys Formations; Obc: Bigby-Cannon Limestone; Oh: Hermitage
Formation; Oc: Carters Limestone; Olb: Lebanon Limestone; Ord: Ridley Limestone. Geology
after Wilson (1965). Dye traces after Matthews & Biddix (2012). See Fig. 2 for location; B) Color
shaded relief topography in the vicinity of Snail Shell and Nanna caves, Tennessee. Elevations
from Tennessee Base Mapping Program (2020) LiDAR.

Stratigraphy
Snail Shell and Nanna caves lie beneath areas where
the late Ordovician Carters, Lebanon, and Ridley
Limestones were mapped at the surface (Fig. 3), so the
Carters-Lebanon and Lebanon-Ridley contacts were
used to generate structure surfaces. The LebanonRidley contact was most extensively mapped above
both caves, and the Carters-Lebanon contact was
only mapped above Snail Shell Cave. According to
Crawford (1988), the caves are within the ~10 m
thick informally-defined Lower Ridley Karst Aquifer
which is at the bottom of the Ridley Limestone (Fig. 4).
The Lower Ridley Karst Aquifer is overlain by the
informally-defined Lower Ridley Confining Layer and
Upper Ridley Aquifer, and the Ridley Limestone is
capped by the Lebanon Limestone aquitard. As shown
in Figure 2 and 3, groundwater flows to Snail Shell and
Nanna caves from swallets to the west and north where
erosion has exposed the Upper Ridley Limestone.
To make as few assumptions as possible, estimated
stratigraphic thicknesses were not incorporated
into the evaluation. Estimation would have required

assumptions because the thickness of the Lebanon
Limestone varies from ~18-34 m according to the
Rockvale map legend (Wilson, 1965). Also, the
thickness of the Ridley Limestone is given as ~30 m
in the map legend, but the thickness varies from ~4047 m in 5 boreholes to the NE of the site according
to interpretations of geophysical logs (Farmer &
Hollyday, 1999). Indeed, Farmer & Hollyday (1999)
showed that Ridley Limestone thicknesses given in
map legends are generally inaccurate because in
some areas the Lower Ridley Confining Layer and
Karst Aquifer have been mismapped as the Pierce and
Murfreesboro Limestones and vice versa. Because of
the variations in thickness and uncertainties in the
identification of stratigraphic units within the Ridley,
Pierce, and Murfreesboro Limestones, estimated
thicknesses from that stratigraphic interval were
not used in the evaluation. Indeed, the datasets and
quantitative methods described in this paper are
intended to provide insights into near-surface folding,
while avoiding these sorts of problems at sites where
thicknesses are uncertain.
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Fig. 4. Stratigraphic units and typical thicknesses in the vicinity of
Snail Shell and Nanna caves, Tennessee. The thicknesses of the
Murfreesboro and Ridley Limestones are from Farmer & Hollyday
(1999). The thicknesses of the Pierce Limestone, Lower Ridley Karst
Aquifer, and Lower Ridley Confining Layer are from Crawford (1988).
The thicknesses of the Lebanon and Carters Limestones are from
Wilson (1965).

DATA AND METHODS
Structure surfaces
This section describes methods in general terms,
so that the reader can use any of several geographic
information systems to perform similar analyses.
However, for clarity and for those specifically seeking
to use ArcGIS v. 10.6.1 (ArcGIS Development Team,
2018) to implement the methods, Appendix 1 includes
ArcGIS instructions for the creation and analysis of
a structure surface. Structure surfaces were created
for both the Carters-Lebanon and Lebanon-Ridley
contacts to assess consistency. Both contacts were
digitized within the Rockvale quadrangle (Wilson,
1965). To create each structure surface, a DTM was
used to assign elevations to each contact point, and
the points were used in conjunction with natural
neighbor interpolation (Sibson, 1981). A natural
neighbor surface passes through control points,
nearby points contribute the most to the elevation of
the surface, and the number of contributing points
varies from place to place. For each of the two contacts,
three surfaces were created: TN LiDAR-based, SRTMbased, and AW3D30-based. To create the AW3D30based DTM, tree height was re-sampled from 1 km
to the ~28 m resolution of AW3D30 and subtracted
from the AW3D30-based DSM. The TN LiDAR-based
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surfaces are the standard against which the other two
are evaluated.
To compare the orientation of folds with the
orientation of cave passages, the aspect (dip
direction) and slope (dip) of each structure surface
was calculated at the full resolution of the surface.
Dip direction and dip were then sampled without
interpolation and with a 50 m interval to estimate
mean strike. In the mean strike calculation, strike
lines were treated as undirected horizontal lines.
To describe fold orientation, mean strike was used
instead of an eigenvector because eigenvector analysis
requires the assumption that folds are cylindrical. In
this paper, points at which dip direction and dip were
sampled are called “surface points.” All of the surface
points within a threshold distance from the caves
(ds) were used to estimate mean strike. Estimates
were calculated for various ds to assess sensitivity to
distance from the caves.
To assess uncertainty in each structure surface,
each structure surface for each contact was intersected
with the DTM to predict which areas should be above
the geologic contact and which should be below
it. Surface points at which the prediction did not
match the published geologic map were defined as
uncertain. At uncertain points, either (a) the geologic
map is inaccurate or (b) the structure surface is
inaccurate. Appendix 2 contains ArcGIS instructions
for identifying uncertain areas. For each ds a measure
of uncertainty is the percentage of surface points
which are uncertain. Sensitivity was assessed by
omitting uncertain surface points and recalculating
mean strike.
Cave passage trend
Most of Snail Shell and Nanna caves were mapped
during 1977-1981 and a hand-drafted 1982 map
appears in Matthews & Biddix (2012). To summarize
length-weighted cave passage orientation, scanned
copies of the original field notes (Crawford et al., 1981)
totaling 249 pages were obtained from the Tennessee
Cave Survey. Two different people each entered each
page of azimuth, inclination, and distance data into
a separate spreadsheet. The two spreadsheets were
then compared to identify and correct data entry
errors, producing a single corrected spreadsheet. This
spreadsheet was imported into Compass Cave Survey
Software (Fish, 2020) and a map was created. As a
final quality assurance/quality control procedure,
the digital map was visually compared with the 1982
hand-drafted map to check for large omissions and
errors in connectivity.
Reconnaissance of the strike of joints
and the strike and dip of bedding
A comprehensive study of joint and bedding plane
orientation at the site is beyond the scope of this
project. However, the strike of 32 joints was measured
in Central Snail Shell near the entrance sinkhole to
assess the presence of joints. Also, 12 bedding plane
orientations were measured in the same area and
averaged to assess the variability of individual field
strike measurements and produce a single estimate
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for the strike and dip of bedding in the vicinity of the
entrance. The technique used to measure the strike
and dip of gently dipping bedding planes is described
in Abolins (2014). In this technique, a board is placed
on top of a bed top, and a digital level is placed on
top of the board. To find the strike, the digital level is
rotated until it reads 0.0°, and to measure the strike a
compass is aligned with the level. To measure the dip,
the level is repositioned perpendicular to the strike.
Because individual measurements vary, several are
collected within a small area and averaged to produce
a single estimate of the strike and dip.

RESULTS
Digital geologic map
The Carters-Lebanon and Lebanon-Ridley contacts
were digitized, producing 1,809 points on the CartersLebanon contact (1 point per ~57 m of contact) and
2,071 points on the Lebanon-Ridley contact (1 point
per ~43 m of contact). The horizontal positional RMSE
of the digital contact points is ~7.6 m based on the
positional errors of matching control points on the
geologic map and a USGS digital raster graphic (DRG).
A separate digital map of geologic map units was used
in uncertainty analysis and has a horizontal positional
RMSE of ~10.6 m based on matching control points.
Structure surfaces
Structure surfaces based on both contacts and
all three DTM’s consistently show that much of the
cave system is sub-parallel to the crest of a doublyplunging ESE-trending anticline. Structure surfaces
based on the elevation of the Carters-Lebanon contact
are shown in Figure 5, and Lebanon-Ridley surfaces
are shown in Figure 6. Strike was summarized
for surface points within 500 m of the caves for all
surfaces and within 1,500 m of the caves for LebanonRidley surfaces (Fig. 7). For surface points within
500 m of the caves, mean strike is ~97-102° for
the Carters-Lebanon surfaces and ~99-107° for the
Lebanon-Ridley surfaces. For surface points within
500 m of the caves, the mean strike of the AW3D30based surfaces differ the most from those of the TN
LiDAR-based surfaces: ~5° for the Carters-Lebanon
surface and ~8° for the Lebanon-Ridley surface. For
Lebanon-Ridley surface points within 1,500 m of
the caves, mean strike is consistently higher than
for points within 500 m: ~115°-125°. As is true for
points within 500 m of the caves, the mean strike of
the AW3D30-based surface differs the most from that
of the TN LiDAR-based surface: ~10°.
For small ds (e.g., ds <100 m), mean strike varies
greatly with ds, and mean strike becomes less variable
as ds increases (Fig. 8). The mean strike is relatively
insensitive to uncertainties in the surfaces. Uncertain
areas are depicted in Figure 9. Variations in mean
uncertainty and the sensitivity of mean strike to
uncertainty are illustrated in Figure 10 (CarterLebanon surfaces) and Figure 11 (Lebanon-Ridley
surfaces). Uncertainty is the percentage of uncertain
surface points within the indicated ds of the caves.
Uncertainty is low (<5% for ds >~22 m) for all Carters-

Fig. 5. Carters-Lebanon structure surfaces. 5 m contour interval. Dye
traces after Matthews & Biddix (2012). See Fig. 2 for location.
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Lebanon surfaces, and omission of uncertain points in
the calculation of mean strike has a very small effect
(<0.5° for ds >~7 m) on the mean. Uncertainty is also
relatively low (<5%) for the TN LiDAR-based LebanonRidley surface, and omission of uncertain points
changes mean strike by <~3°. Uncertainty is modest
for the AW3D30-based (<28% for ds >~1 m) and SRTMbased (<7% for ds >~1 m) Lebanon-Ridley surfaces,
but omission of uncertain points has little effect on
mean strike nonetheless: <~6° for the AW3D30-based
surface and <~2° for the SRTM-based surface.
Cave passage trend
The 1977-1981 Snail Shell and Nanna caves survey
consist of 1,189 measurements totaling more than
19.4 km in length. Where Snail Shell Cave is directly
below the Carters-Lebanon contact (4 points), it is at
a surveyed depth of (~62-79 m) below that contact
based on TN LiDAR contact elevations, and Snail
Shell and Nanna caves are at a surveyed depth of
(~32-57 m) below the Lebanon-Ridley contact at the
11 points where the caves are directly below that
contact. The map assembled digitally from original
notebook entries closely resembles the hand-drafted
1982 map (Fig. 12).
The whole system has a length-weighted mean
cave passage trend of 105°, and there are a range of
passage trends (Fig. 13A). Relative to the system as a
whole, Nanna Cave has a greater concentration of SEtrending passages and a mean passage trend of 122°.
Western Snail Shell has the greatest concentration
of passage trends which are close to the mean for
the entire system, and Central Snail Shell also has
a mean close to that of the entire system, although
passage trends in the Central cave are more variable
than in the Western cave. Eastern Snail Shell differs
the most from all other parts of the system because
it has a concentration of NE-trending passages and a
mean passage trend of 053°.

Fig. 6. Lebanon-Ridley structure surfaces. 5 m contour interval. Dye
traces after Matthews & Biddix (2012). See Fig. 2 for location.

Bedding plane and joint orientation reconnaissance
For 12 bedding plane attitudes measured near the
entrance sinkhole, the range in strike is 160° and the
mean attitude is 179°, 1.0°E (See Appendix 3 for field
measurements).
A reconnaissance of joints and veins (n = 32) was
completed in the Central cave within a few dozen
meters of the entrance sinkhole and in the entrance
sinkhole. The reconnaissance showed that many
joints strike at a relatively high angle to the overall
ESE trend of the Central cave, although some cave
passage walls are joint faces. In particular, the
reconnaissance showed that joints and veins striking
NE (especially 060-070° and 040-050°) are common
near the entrance sinkhole (Fig. 14). For example,
one wall of the sinkhole is a sub-vertical joint face
having a strike of 062°, and a dome near the entrance
trends 072°. Three NE-striking veins were observed,
and two contain ~2 cm of calcite. The NE-strike of
many joints and veins in the vicinity of the entrance
sinkhole is typical of a set observed at several sites
within a ~6,705 km2 central Tennessee area (Jewell,
1947). However, joints having other strikes were also
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Fig. 7. A) Strike of structure surfaces within 500 m of the caves (n = 4,068). Petals are % of total number of surface points; B) Strike of LebanonRidley structure surface within 1,500 m of the caves (n = 11,008).

observed. For example, another sinkhole wall is a
joint face having a strike of 116° and a dip of 81°SW,
and a nearby cave passage wall is a sub-vertical joint
face striking 150°.

EVALUATION
Do the results reveal a relationship?
Results show that many cave passages developed
sub-parallel to an ESE-trending doubly-plunging
anticline. ESE and SE cave passage trends are
apparent on the maps (Fig. 12 ) and in the lengthweighted means and modes of the system as a whole
and Nanna Cave and Western and Central Snail Shell
in particular (Figs. 13A-D). The Eastern Snail Shell

Cave mean and modal passage trend are different, but
that part of the cave is on the nose of the anticline
(Figs. 5 and 6). The ESE-trending anticline is visible
on all Carters-Lebanon and Lebanon-Ridley structure
surfaces (Figs. 5 and 6), and the ESE trend of the
anticline is supported by mean strike (Fig. 7) which is
relatively insensitive to uncertainty (Fig. 9). As shown
in Figure 8, the mean strike of some structure surfaces
(e.g., the TN-LiDAR based Carters-Lebanon surface) is
less than 090° for relatively low ds (e.g., ds <~225 m),
but low mean strike for low ds reflects the location
of much of Snail Shell Cave near the hinge of the
anticline. As demonstrated by the 179° mean strike
of bedding plane attitudes measured at the entrance
sinkhole (Fig. 15), bedding near the hinge strikes at a
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Fig. 8. A) Mean strike of Carters-Lebanon structure surfaces. Means were calculated by using all points on the surface
(50 m spacing) within the indicated distance (ds) of the caves; B) Mean strike of Lebanon-Ridley structure surfaces.

high angle to the ESE trend of the anticline, lowering
mean strike.
For the Lebanon-Ridley surfaces, ds values for
which mean strike is equal to mean cave passage
trend (105°) were used to visualize the boundary of
the macroscale structure (Figs. 15 and 16). As seen
in Figs. 15 and 16, the macroscale structure includes
part of the crest of an anticline and parts of both
limbs. For the SRTM-based structure surface, mean
strike equals mean passage trend within 629 m of the
caves. An ~12.4 km2 area is within this distance of the
caves, and, based on the TN LiDAR-based structure
surface, elevation of the contact varies by 35 m within
this area, bedding dips up to 5°, and the mean dip of
bedding is ~0.9°. These results indicate the horizontal
and vertical size of structures which can be detected
by this method.
Based on what has been found at other cave sites
(e.g., Szczygieł, 2015), the macroscale relationship
between cave passage and fold trend likely exists
because of the control of cave passage trend by
bedding plane fractures, strike-joints, joints striking
parallel to the fold hinge, or a combination of these.
Advantages of structure surface
creation and analysis
Creation of the structure surface is a way to get
around the limitations of field data collection in
cratonic areas where strata are both very gently

dipping and poorly exposed. Because the strike
values of individual measurements vary greatly (e.g.,
by 160° near the entrance sinkhole), many field
bedding plane attitude measurements would have
to be averaged to accurately estimate the strike at
a few locations in and near the caves. For example,
Abolins (2014) describes the use of 5-14 bedding
plane attitude measurements to estimate the strike
and dip at each of 5 locations in an area ~12 km to the
NE of the caves. Also, poor exposure would prevent
the collection of bedding plane attitude field data in
most of the area depicted on Figure 5-6 and 15-16. In
contrast, creation of the structure surface is a way to
use an existing geologic map and open access DEM’s
to estimate strike and dip at thousands of uniformly
spaced points within an area of >40 km2 and calculate
a mean strike.
Inherent limitations of the method
Although the trend of many passages is similar to
the trend of the anticline (mean strike of the structure
surface), the trend of some passages (e.g., those
trending NE in Eastern Snail Shell) is also similar
to the strike of geographically-widespread veins and
joints which could be part of a regional set. Indeed,
joints and veins striking NE were observed in the
Central cave and the entrance sinkhole (Fig. 14),
and joints and veins having similar strike values are
widespread in central Tennessee (Jewell, 1947).
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Fig. 9. Uncertain areas in structure surfaces (red) near Snail Shell and Nanna caves. Buffers indicate
distance from caves in meters. Arrows are groundwater dye trace vectors. See text for explanation of
uncertainty.

Also, although it is likely that the elevations of
contacts vary because of post-formational folding,
variations due to original depositional slope and
erosional relief are not ruled out by this project. Indeed,
the bases of the Carters and Lebanon Limestones
are disconformities (Holland and Patzkowsky,
1997). However, facies belts within these formations
are geographically widespread and do not vary
geographically in a systematic way, so Holland and
Patzkowsky (1997) concluded that central Tennessee
was a flat-topped shelf lacking a significant dip
during the time they were deposited. In addition, syndepositional deformation probably doesn’t explain
elevation variations because the Carters-Lebanon and
Lebanon-Ridley contacts are below the ~454 Ma T-3
(Deicke) bentonite, and, therefore, probably pre-date
the onset of the late Ordovician Taconic orogeny.

Implementing this method at other
cave sites globally
The empirical evaluation of the three structure
surfaces indicates that use of either SRTM or AW3D30
in conjunction with the method described in this
paper will probably produce geologically meaningful
structure surface maps and mean strike estimates at
other sites where a folded surface changes elevation
by more than 35 m within an area of less than ~12.4
km2, and the mean dip of bedding is >0.9°. Results
suggest three recommendations.
1) Statistics. As a rule of thumb, consider
discarding statistics (e.g., mean strike) for ds
< 2 X sample point spacing. For low ds, mean
strike and uncertainty vary greatly with distance
because of relatively low n. In this project, sample
point spacing was 50 m and mean strike and
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Fig. 10. A) Uncertainty of Carters-Lebanon structure surfaces (% of uncertain points
within ds of the caves); B) For each ds, the difference between mean strike and mean
strike calculated after omitting uncertain points.

Fig. 11. A) Uncertainty of Lebanon-Ridley structure surfaces (% of uncertain points
within ds of the caves); B) For each ds, the difference between mean strike and mean
strike calculated after omitting uncertain points.
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Fig. 12. Overlay of hand-drafted 1982 map (Matthews & Biddix, 2012) on digital maps created for this project. Surveyed
depth of cave beneath TN LiDAR-based Carters-Lebanon and Lebanon-Ridley structure surfaces are for locations where
the cave is directly below a contact. The hand-drafted and digital maps coincide at the cave entrances.

Fig. 13. Length-weighted trend of cave passages as % of total length. A) Snail Shell and Nanna caves; B) Nanna Cave; C) Western Snail Shell;
D) Central Snail Shell; E) Eastern Snail Shell.
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Fig. 14. Strike of joints and veins in Central Snail Shell Cave in the
vicinity of the Snail Shell entrance sinkhole. See Fig. 12 for location of
the entrance.

uncertainty were relatively stable for ds > 100 m
(Fig. 8 and Figs. 10-11).
2) DTM’s. Although the AW3D30 DSM is more
accurate than the SRTM DTM, application of
the SRTM DTM is probably preferable because
the SRTM-based surface was less uncertain and
slightly less sensitive to uncertainty. The SRTMbased surface probably has lower uncertainty
and sensitivity because the relatively coarse (1
km cell size) Forest Canopy Height dataset was
subtracted from the AW3D30 DSM to create
a DTM, and tree height varies from 0 to 9.1 m
with a mean of 7.3 m within 629 m of the caves.
Similar or larger variations in tree height might
hinder the application of AW3D30 at other sites.
3) Contacts. If more than one contact has been
mapped above a cave, the closest match between
mean cave passage trend and mean strike will
probably come from analysis of a structure
surface based on the elevation of a contact
which is widespread above the cave and close in
elevation to the elevation of the cave. For example,
mean cave passage trend equals the mean strike
of the SRTM-based Lebanon-Ridley structure
surface within 629 m of the caves, and the same
is true for the LiDAR-based and AW3D30-based
surfaces within 433 m and 628 m, respectively. In
contrast, mean cave passage trend does not equal
the mean strike of any of the Carters-Lebanon
surfaces. This difference in results probably
comes in part from the widespread exposure of
the Lebanon-Ridley contact above both Snail
Shell and Nanna caves and the absence of the
Carters-Lebanon contact above Nanna Cave.
Also, at points where the caves are directly below
a contact, the cave system is only 32-57 m below
the Lebanon-Ridley contact, but the system is
62-79 m below the Carters-Lebanon contact.

Fig. 15. Areas (bounded by heavy black lines) in which the mean strike
of the Lebanon-Ridley structure surface is the same as the mean trend
of Snail Shell and Nanna cave passages (105°). Strike and dip symbol
indicates dip direction and mean strike at the entrance sinkhole. Mean
dip is 1° at that location. 5 m contour interval. Contour labels have been
omitted for clarity.
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Fig. 16. ArcScene visualization of SRTM-based Lebanon-Ridley structure surface and Snail Shell and Nanna caves (100x vertical
exaggeration), showing the parallelism between the trend of the anticline and the trend of much of the two caves. The caves have
been shifted down by 120 m to make them visible. Heavy black line on the structure surface bounds the area in which the mean
strike of the Lebanon-Ridley structure surface is the same as the mean trend of Snail Shell and Nanna cave passages (105°).
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